AZAD MADNI RECEIVES THE PRESIDENTIAL AWARD FOR ENABLING THE MODELING AND SIMULATION DISCIPLINE

From the Society for Modeling and Simulation International

Los Angeles, CA, June 28, 2019 — Azad Madni receives the Presidential Award for Enabling the Modeling and Simulation Discipline. This award recognizes a substantial contribution to establishing Modeling and Simulation as a discipline in academia, industry, and/or the government. Recipients of this award are typically policy makers or high-level managers who, through their policies, have spearheaded efforts in advancing the discipline of Modeling and Simulation and through their actions, and have supported researchers in this discipline in their respective research efforts. Typically, at most one such award is given every 3 years. The last recipient was Admiral Fred Lewis in 2011.

###

If you would like more information about this topic, please call Carla Madni at 3107091681, or email cmadni@intelsystech.com.